Donald Trump: xenophobe in public, international mobster in private

The founding fathers said betraying America to foreign powers was an impeachable offense. The president must go


…Robert Reich is understated at best, he leaves out so much of what has taken place since the sitting president took office, I wish he were angrier, tougher in language, expressing greater resolve but he makes his point…if you read or have read my “Family” page then you’ll understand that when I say I am physically ill from this you know it is Truth, this situation breaks my heart and rips my soul asunder, the sitting president is a Traitor to the United States of America, it’s Constitution and it’s citizens, there are laws and procedures in place to remedy this, they must be employed with the full force of the Law…
forest in America…Trump wants to cut roads in there and cut down the trees, he is why we cannot have anything nice, there are others too that are just as sick and depraved, everything has to be made ugly and sick for money, it’s too pretty, let’s fuck it up, it’s too nice, let’s fuck it up, it’s too healthy, let’s fuck it up…what a sick fucked up human being…

Trump Administration Paves Way for Old-growth Clearcutting in Alaska’s Tongass National Forest

Forest Service Proposal Would Gut Protections across 9 Million Acres of America’s Largest National Forest


“The Tongass National Forest stores more carbon removed from the atmosphere than any other national forest in the country. The Roadless Rule has protected the Tongass rainforest for almost two decades,” said Josh Hicks, roadless defense campaign manager at The Wilderness Society.

“The world’s largest remaining intact temperate rainforest containing vital old-growth trees is under attack because of efforts to undo the Roadless Rule. The Tongass Rainforest of Alaska—the traditional homelands of the Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshian Peoples—has been called ‘the nation’s climate forest’ due to its unsurpassed ability to sequester carbon and mitigate climate impacts.

‘An Ecological Abomination’: Trump Moves to Open Largest Protected Forest in US to Logging Industry

“This ecologically rich landscape and critical wildlife habitat will be lost forever if industry is allowed to clear-cut our national forest.”


…I suggest you read the “Sea Ice” page to truly understand just what it is we are facing…up-dated 10/16/19…only love remains…
‘Huge Moment in the 2020 Race’: Ocasio-Cortez to Endorse Bernie Sanders for President

“This is a huge moment and Sanders cannot, and should not, be ignored any longer by those who continue to erase him, his candidacy, and his supporters.”


...a reason to smile...expected, yes...but...O-so grateful for the smile...thanks AOC...Senator Bernie Sanders is the only one I have supported for a very long time, maybe a decade? you might read the page here about him and the page FDR’s Second Bill of Rights to understand why I feel this way...

...here is Leadership for you to trust, to follow, to help...
..another leader to trust, follow and help…

..from a screenshot…

"It is not a coincidence that these disasters get relatively little media coverage, and that even less of the coverage dares to mention climate change," said Ocasio-Cortez, referencing Hurricane Maria’s devastation of Puerto Rico. "It is not a coincidence that the truth is controversial. None of this is a coincidence, because climate change is not a coincidence or a scientific anomaly. Climate change is a consequence. It is a consequence of our unsustainable way of life."

"Because it is unsustainable to organize our society as we have, centered on prioritizing personal gain and profit over any and all human or planetary considerations," she continued. "It is unsustainable to naively believe that building a wall can shield ourselves from humanity’s collective destiny. It is unsustainable to promote amnesia around gross injustices and ignorance of our past—to abdicate responsibility, simply because it was our ancestors who committed them and not us."

"Our children bear responsibility for our inaction, despite the fact that they didn’t make the choice," Ocasio-Cortez said. "And frankly, it is unsustainable to continue to believe that our system of runaway, unaccountable, lawbreaking pursuit of profit, whose inequality is so socially destabilizing that it is giving rise to authoritarians who burn our forests and challenge the democracies that listen to basic science, and to think that that has nothing to do with this."

Applause at Global Summit as Ocasio-Cortez Calls Climate Crisis ‘Consequence of Our Unsustainable Way of Life’

“Because it is unsustainable to organize our society as we have, centered on prioritizing personal gain and profit over any and all human or planetary considerations.”


...if you read the page, “FDR’s Second Bill of Rights” you will see how important what she is saying is…so grow up and do it…

Summer sea ice has stopped melting, but 2019’s grim Arctic news ought to spur aggressive activism

..I post under the name “cawfeemug”…

...a new page…Oak Flat & Apache Leap…where I live…
I would like to take a moment and thank those that are fighting for sanity…those that fight for our Republic, it’s democratic institutions and the rule of law in Congress and the streets, for those who fight against the Climate Emergency and for our life support system called Earth in the Courts and in the streets, from Rep. Adam Schiff and Greta Thunberg to the unknown faces in the crowds and jails…thank you for trying to make sanity possible.

*****

…some pages require a password…so…you have to ask for one and I’ll ask why and we go from there…